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Technology helps close generation gap
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BGTIME community initiative
brings together seniors, students
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Tennessee Recap
The Gamecocks
were defeated by the
Tennessee Volunteers
31-13.

See page 8

Mint Julep Review
Delicious variations on
traditional Southern cuisine marks Mint Julep as
a unique dining establishment.

Imagine growing up without computers, cell
phones and other forms of modern technology and
not being able to use these things when they became
popular. Bridging Generations through Technology,
Information, Media and Engagement is working to
make this notion obsolete for the senior citizens in
the Greater Columbia area.
BGTIME is an initiative that started early
this year when the Central Carolina Community
Foundation was chosen as one of 21 winners in
the nationwide Knight Community Information
Challenge. According to a recent press release, the
two-year, $383,332 grant from the John S. and James
L. Knight Foundation was combined with additional
outside funding to create a total of over $1 million to
start the program.
The goal of the program is to connect the
com mu n it y t h rough tech nolog y. St udent s
from Benedict College and the Universit y of
South Carolina work with senior citizens at one
of three of the current program locations: Still
Hopes Retirement Community, Oak Reed Senior
Apartments and Capital Senior Center.
“The success of the BGTime project is due to a
strong collaboration between our partners,” said
BGTIME Project director Carolyn Holderman.
BGTIME’s partners include The James L. and
John S. Knight Foundation, USC College of Mass
Communication and Information Studies, Benedict
College, Ifra Newsplex, The State Media Company
and ETV.
“In our first year, we have trained 20 student
mentors who are working with a diverse group of
40 seniors to produce content on our Web site,
BGtime.org, using a number of new media tools,”
Holderman said. “They are really enjoying helping
the seniors express their ideas, learn new computer
skills and explore the Internet. In a short time, true
friendships are developing as generations converge.
We are successfully Bridging Generations through
Technology, Information, Media and Engagement.”

According to Jess

Derek Legette
STAFF WRITER

While
holiday
food and
drinks are
tempting,
keep
focused on
your body
goals.
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Greenhouse Productions video
USC undergraduate group
Greenhouse Productions
p u t o n a 10 - m i n u t e
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RJ Kraft, a mentor and graduate assistant in the
program, said he got involved with BGTime because
he thought the concept was a very worthwhile idea.
“Senior citizens have so much to contribute to
society based on their life experiences and their
vast perspectives, that helping them use convergent
media tools as an outlet to tell those stories seemed
like a great opportunity,” Kraft said.
The project is slated to continue for two more
years.
“After the third year, we hope that the community’s
interest will have grown to a point where the project
has become sustainable,” Holderman said.
In January, the BGTime project will add a
computer site at the S.C. State Library on Senate
Street and another site not far from the downtown
area. The program is recruiting an additional 30
student mentors and 60 senior correspondents.
“As the participant numbers grow, the stories and
conversations will become more diverse and robust
thus broadening our reach into our community,”

Carolina Skate Club coasts
smoothly with holiday event
Community skateboarders
come together for Pumpkin
Carve Halloween Skate

See page 5

Courtesy of Tonia Cochran

Frances Tupper and Sarah Hettich, a senior visual communications major at USC, work together on a web
site as part of BGTIME, which connects senior citizens with technology training.

Young and eager people skated up
and down Wheat Street on an unusually
warm fall day, participating in the
Pumpkin Carve Halloween Skate. The
event, hosted by the Carolina Skate
Club, was held in front of the Blatt
Physical Education Center on Saturday.
There were several skate
compet it ions, including t he slide,
ground tricks and the slalom race,
which were all available to the advanced
skaters and beginners. The Carolina
Skate Club is relatively new, as it was
started April of last semester.
“We were always cruising on board
and we started to notice more people
with the same interest,” said Brandon
Stroup, a graduate student studying
environment who has been skating since
he was 14 years old. “After that, we just
started meeting and made it official
through the University.”
Their efforts have paid off, and they
already have nearly 10 skateboarding
brands supporting them. “’Soul-ride,’
‘Loaded,’ ‘Bustin’ and ‘Given’ are some
of the brands here,” said third-year
business and marketing student Michael
Pulfer.
Pu lfer helped St roup fou nd t he
skateboarding club, and was judging
and skating throughout the day.
“We t ried to inv ite ever yone on
campus and in the community to come
out,” Pulfer said. They even invited the
skateboarding club located at Clemson.
Pulfer said they wanted to see a good
number of people come out and enjoy
the extreme sport.
Not only did the rock band Third
Floor show up, but approximately 30
skaters were seen cruising through the
street. Skaters did all types of tricks,
ranging from 360 shuvits to half-cabs.
Some of the better skaters attempted
to jump over obstacles and then land on
their board perfectly.
Caleb Mustain, a 21-year-old skater

from Irmo, wore a Donnie Darko
costume while jumping over a road
block and then landing his feet on the
board.
“It’s awesome that everyone’s coming
out here,” he said.
The skaters were happy to be able to
do this, not just to socialize, but to avoid
any conflicts or penalties with the police
for once. Nearly all the skaters admitted
that the police put pressure on them on
a regular basis.
Stroup said, “We were worried that
the city of Columbia wouldn’t buy this
because skaters have a marginalized
image, but since they permitted us to do
this, it gives us a more legitimate one.”
A f ter talk ing w it h t he campus’s
parking services, the club was granted
the reserved spot for six hours.
“I think it’s a great idea for us to
come here, and not worry about being
harassed by cops,” Brian Davidson, a
second-year geography student, said.
Pulfer said the group will probably
have another skating event like this
again around April.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Dustin Glendinning / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Second-year student Thomas Barrineau
skates down Wheat Street Saturday.

Holderman said.
Both the student mentors and the seniors have
benefited from their experiences with the BGTime
program.
“The great thing about the program is that at the
end of the day we are learning from each other,”
Kraft said. “The seniors learn how to tell their
stories through new media forms and we as students
get the chance to see the world and past events
through someone else’s eyes.”
Applications for interested students are available
in the College of Mass Communications and
Information Studies from Beverly Dominick or
Dean Bierbauer and also online at BGtime.org. A
free week of Newsplex training and a stipend are
made available to participating students. Applications
for interested seniors are also available at the current
locations and online at BGtime.org.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

FACTor F iction
HORSESHOE LETTERS
EDITION

Mysterious white letters’
historical, political
origins finally explained
Hunter Hardinge
STAFF WRITER

I t ’s a b e a u t i f u l s u n n y
Tuesday af ter noon, a nd as
you are walking through the
Horseshoe, you look down and
notice a bunch of white letters
on the Horseshoe bricks.
You realize that you have
never seen them before. You
wonder how long have those
letters been here, and what do
they actually mean?
“I have noticed the letters
e ver y t i me I h ave w a l k e d
through the Horseshoe and
wondered what t hey cou ld
mean. I always thought they
were sororit y and fraternit y
let ters t hat had been t here
since the University of South
Carolina was fi rst started,” said
Katie Kameese, a second-year
biology student.
Amy Dewitt, a second-year
undeclared student, said she
agrees that the letters might be
sorority and fraternity letters,
but it could also have other
meanings.
“I love wal k i ng on t he
Horseshoe and have always
wondered what t he let ter s
stood for. Maybe they represent
old buildings that used to be
here as well as other student
organizations. Whatever they
are, they are ver y unusual,”
Dewitt said.
According to USC archives,
in 1931 the campus did not have
sidewalks and the state of South
Carolina would not provide
the funding to put them in.
St udents as well as English
professor Hav ilah Babcock

decided that they should have
a fundraiser to raise money in
order to pave the walkways on
the Horseshoe.
The students were able to
raise enough money and even
received help f rom a local
company to help provide the
supplies needed and supervise
as the students laid the bricks.
The students were excused
from classes as they paved the
walk way of t he Horseshoe.
The white letters on the brick
are the initials of the different
st udent org a n izat ions t hat
helped in t he event as well
as t he in it ials of Professor
Havilah Babcock and fault y
member George A. Wauchope
who wrote the words to the
USC A lma Mater,“We Hail
Thee Carolina.”
A n example of one of t he
student organizations that has
their initials on the walkway is
Kappa Sigma Kappa.
“Wow I never realized that
st udents act ually paved t he
walkway and what the letters
meant. I thought they had been
here since the University fi rst
opened. Now that I know, I will
pay more attention next time I
walk through the Horseshoe,”
said Brittany Stroud, a secondyear biology student.
I t ’s a b e a u t i f u l s u n n y
Tuesday af ter noon, a nd as
you are walking through the
Horseshoe you look down and
notice a bunch of white letters
on the Horseshoe bricks. You
think about all the students
that helped pave that walkway
that you are walking on and
take not ice of t he dif ferent
student organization initials
that made it possible.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
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CALENDAR
What: Zumbathon

information table
When: Noon
Where: Greene Street
What: Student

Government Blitz
When: Noon
Where: Greene Street
What: H1N1 Flu Clinic
When: 1 p.m.
Where: Davis Field by

Russell House Lobby

LOCAL & WORLD NEWS
LOCAL
Sharp spike in gun ownership
The number of concealed weapons permits issued in
South Carolina has risen sharply this year, state records
show, as people worry about crime and their right to
bear firearms.
The State newspaper of Columbia reported Sunday
that concealed weapons permits issued by the State
Law Enforcement Division stood at 28,197 as of midOctober. That’s up from 14,630 permits issued in all of
2008 and far outstrips the number of permits issued in
previous years.
The newspaper, which researched concealed weapons
permits, hunting licenses and FBI background checks
done for firearms sales, also reported that the number
of concealed weapon permits rose nearly equally among
men and women between 2005 and 2008.

What: Soularium
When: 1 p.m.
Where: RH Lobby

NATIONAL
Factory towns still suffering

What: Study Abroad

LAMAR, Mo. — This southwest Missouri city, tucked
amid fields of wheat and soybeans, felt the recession
ahead of the rest of the country, when furniture-maker
O’Sullivan Industries closed in mid-2007. That threw
700 employees out of work and turned an economic
cornerstone into a million-square-foot vacancy.
Thus began what city manager Lynn Calton calls “a
slow death.” Stores folded. A 50-year-old car dealership
went under. One in 10 jobs disappeared last year.
Everyone suffered, from the downtown florist to the
dentist who cleaned the factory workers’ teeth.

information table
When: 3 p.m.
Where: RH Lobby
What: Mountaineering

and Whitewater Club
meeting
When: 7 p.m.
Where: BA Room 002
What: BGLSA meeting
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Gambrell 005
What: AAAS

Freshman Council
meeting
When: 7:30 p.m.
When: RH, Room 304

PIC OF THE DAY

INTERNATIONAL
Pneumonia battle needs funds
LONDON — To fight pneumonia, the world’s top
killer of children, United Nations officials say they
need $39 billion over the next six years.
On the first World Pneumonia Day on Monday,
the World Health Organization and UNICEF are
releasing a global plan aiming to save more than 5
million children from dying of pneumonia by 2015.
The plea for money is less than what has been spent
on more high-profi le diseases like AIDS, despite the
fact pneumonia kills more children than AIDS, malaria
and measles combined.
“This is very simply the biggest killer people never
hear about,” said Orin Levine, a public health expert at
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Health.

Justin Fenner / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

A friend helps Miss Gaymecock competitor Alex Perez apply makeup before the
Miss Gaymecock pageant held Thursday night.

H1N1 FLU SHOTS AVAILABLE
USC Health Services will offer
a vaccine clinic to distribute the
live, attenuated intranasal H1N1
flu vaccine today from 1 to 4 p.m.
at Davis Field next to the Russell
House. These vaccines will only be
available to faculty, staff and students
and you must bring your University
ID card. There is no charge for the
vaccine.
In accordance with the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention
guidelines, the intranasal vaccine will
be made available to healthy faculty,
staff and students who:
-Are from 2 to 24 years old

-A re from 25 through 49 years
old and live with or care for infants
younger than 6 months of age or are
health care or emergency medical
care personnel. A very limited supply
of the injectable H1N1 vaccine will
be available to pregnant faculty, staff
and students at the clinic.
The current supply of the H1N1
flu vaccine is limited and this clinic
is one of many that Student Health
Ser v ices will of fer as addit ional
vaccines are made available.
Visit www.sc.edu/flu for updates
on future clinics and information on
how to prevent the flu.
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Both sides
must keep
debate alive
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Avoid religious
labeling by engaging
in conversations

Copy Desk Chief

KERI GOFF

Rise in permits means
more informed owners
The number of new concealed weapons permits being
issued has sk yrocketed for South Carolina this year,
following an upwards national trend and nearly doubling
last year’s annual record, according to The State.
Thus far, SLED as issued more than 28,000 permits
this year, and the figures show that along with the rise in
permits, more people, particularly women, are purchasing
handguns.
It’s easy to argue that guns kill people, and that an
increase in gun ownership jeopardizes public safety — but
that is just the problem, it’s too easy.
There are two different gun
People who owners: those who go through
the law and those who do not.
disregard the law in It may seem simple enough,
but too often people overlook
purchasing weapons this crucial distinction, and
these statistics are not about
illegal purchasing of stolen
are the ones to worry the
handguns with no paper trail
to hold anyone accountable.
about with crime.
We are glad to see South
Carolinians going through
the proper purchasing procedures, rules designed to
keep guns out of the hands of those who use weapons for
criminal and dangerous means.
In this state, citizens must be 21 years old, pass a
background check and drug check and attend an 8-hour
safety course — just a few of the rules before anyone can
lay their hands on a concealed weapons permit, which
they must carry at all times.
The people who disregard t he law in purchasing
weapons are the ones to worry about when it comes to
crime and public safety — not John Smith down the street
who keeps his gun locked in his nightstand to protect his
family.
Possession of a f irear m does not make someone
dangerous — it’s improper use and a lack of safet y
knowledge that causes problems. These statistics show
that more and more South Carolinians are taking the
proper initiatives to be informed and alert owners.
And for anyone ready to parallel increased weapons
permits to safety in South Carolina — violent crime rates
have dropped 13.5 percent in the last 10 years, according
to The State.

ACCORDING TO JESS

Stay dedicated during holidays
Students should keep meeting diet,
exercise goals during Thanksgiving,
even when motivation is at low point
Around this time each year, there is a
trigger that releases in the minds of everyone
that makes them want to lose weight and
become healthier. It starts off subtly. The
weather starts changing and light layering
becomes necessary. Either you go to the
closet to throw on a sweater and for some
reason it just doesn’t quite fit, or you grab
some jeans before class and they won’t
button. It’s at this very point that for the first
time you start to notice that you have put on
a few pounds.
Here is where we a l l
consciously make the decision
t o c h a n g e o u r d ie t a nd
get back in shape. We start
heading to the gym, watching
our calories and drink water
by the gallon. We stay on
track for a week or two, three
Jessica
if you are really dedicated, but
Hardin
Second-year
then the inevitable happens:
journalism
Thanksgiving. Thanksgiving
student
is to dieting what kryptonite
is to Superman: the one thing
that can bring all your efforts to a screeching
halt. Thanksgiving is the perfect excuse
to “reward” yourself for your hard work.
However, for most of us, it is the catalyst that
results in us returning to our old grubbing
ways.
If you can make it through Thanksgiving
and are still dedicated to your diet and
exercise, congratulations, — but you are

not out of the woods just yet. Soon there are
finals and the last thing you are worried about
is how many calories you are taking in and
how many you need to work off at the gym
later that night. Cramming in information
at the last minute leaves very little time for
preparing healthy meals, and Little Debbie
just seems like the only choice at 4 a.m.
Though it seems impossible, some people
at this point have actually withstood the
temptations of both Thanksgiving and exam
week. For the rest of us, we have already
decided to get back on track after the
Christmas season, which means it will end
up being our New Year’s resolution.
It seems to me that not only are we all
aiming for the same goal, but most of us have
the same problem with motivation.
Diet and exercise are an important part
of life and for some reason it only remains
important in our own minds for a few weeks
at a time. It’s not like we do not have access to
a gym, dieticians, nutritionists, trainers and
other support through the Student Wellness
Center — so we can’t blame anyone but
ourselves. Its great to have a goal in mind
to become healthy and fit but not reaching
that goal with all these resources seems
ridiculous.
Bre a k i ng you r st r ide b y a l low i ng
Thanksgiving and exam week to interfere has
to come to an end, and remaining motivated
and determined are the only ways to do it. If
you can’t hold out for the holidays, then when
will you? When New Year’s rolls around?
Don’t be another statistic! Break out of your
cycle and when Thanksgiving comes next
year, you will be happy to know that your
winter clothing is now a few sizes too big!

America’s reputation ruined by reality TV
Dramatic, idiotic television shows
ruin individual reputations as
well as country’s reputation
On Oct. 15, millions worldwide watched in awe
as a homemade weather balloon soared 50 miles
across two counties carrying six-year-old Falcon
Heene. The National Guard was called to action
and Denver International Airport was shut down.
The only problem? Falcon was nowhere near the
balloon. Instead, he was sitting in the rafters of the
family’s attic.
Not long after the incident, it became apparent
that the whole thing was a hoax, and that the
attention-hungry Mr. and Mrs. Heene had planned
the stunt for publicity. Too bad the Heenes are
absolutely horrible actors and are now facing
criminal charges.

What would motivate two people to fabricate
such an elaborate stunt? Reality television. Just
as addicting as any drug, reality television causes
people to do crazy and ridiculous things that they
would never do in real life. The Heenes, having
already appeared on “Wife Swap,” were in the
process of negotiating a deal for a reality TV show
when the “balloon boy” incident occurred.
The realit y television craze in
America has reached an all-time high.
After a busy day of work, people no
longer come home and watch the
news. Instead, they turn on the TV to
watch twentysomething burnouts pull
hair, binge drink and talk trash on
“Rock of Love with Brett Michaels.”
Chelsey
Seidel
Do people seriously not have
Second-year
anything better to do with their time?
print journalism
Call me crazy, but watching Heidi and
student
Spencer fight over who has prettier

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you see an error in today’s paper, we want to know about it.
E-mail us at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu.

hair does not exactly count as quality television.
The Heenes are perfect examples of what reality
television has done to us individually and as a
culture. They were willing to face felony charges
in pursuit of fame that now may cause them to have
their children taken away from them. The situation
has gone from lighthearted to grave, and what some
people will do for the spotlight is no laughing matter.
Not only does reality television ruin an individual’s
reputation, it also ruins America’s reputation as
a whole. Other countries must believe that all
Americans do is drink excessively and instigate
pointless arguments while fighting for the affection
of some D-list celebrity, leaving Americans to be
viewed as morons with low standards.
As fans continue to fuel the reality TV fire, shows
will only become more idiotic and foolish. Children
and adults alike will begin to emulate the absurd
behavior and unless something is done, the “balloon
boy” incident will surely not be the last of its kind.

Preparing the Belk
Auditorium last Thursday, I
was both expectant and tense.
That night’s event — a debate
titled “Is America a Christian
Nation?” — would be the
first time I would have my
newfound beliefs challenged
by someone ot her t ha n
students or their parents.
T he deb at e pro c e e de d
without a hitch, and I doubt
a nyo ne le f t of f e nde d or
frustrated. As for me, I felt
nothing but confusion.
I que st ioned C h apla i n
Moore — both during the
debate a nd af ter wards —
about h is work w it h Roy
Moore, who had gained so
much attention for his Ten
Commandments monument in
the Alabama Supreme Court
building. Barreling through
all the permutations of our
discussion, there remained
one point that stuck with me:
Nonbelievers have no moral
basis for their actions.
I had believed
up to that point
that there was
no moment
where debate
could just stop,
no moment
where the lines
Michael
drawn between
Lambert
First-year
bel iever a nd
comparative
nonbeliever
literature
were rigid and
student
impassable. But
I hit one that
night. There was no available
quote or counterpoint: the
sides were drawn, and that was
that.
I think these moments are
important for us to recognize,
because they are the moments
most dangerous to the religious
debate. They are the moments
where misunderstandings and
stereotypes creep in.
An example of this is the
evolut ion debate, hashed
until it seems unrecognizable.
Supporters talk themselves
breathless to creationists, until
finally they hit that mental
silence. They label believers
ignorant or unscientific, giving
nonbelievers this stigma of
elitism which destroys our best
efforts at dialogue.
Confronted with the same
moment, what was I supposed
to do? Give up on trying to
engage in debate? Just write off
those opinions on my morality
to a stereotypical, “damn thee
to hell” religious mentality?
No. That would jeopardize
rat her t ha n accompl ish
understanding. Perhaps this is
being too idealistic, but there
is no moment where discussion
has to stop. We can — and
should — talk until our voices
give out with it, and we should
never be cowed by a belief that
seems so unassailable. Assail it;
confront it meaningfully and
vigorously. You may never be
sure of the reward.
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“If you would be a real seeker after truth, it is
necessary that at least once in your life you
doubt, as far as possible, all things.”
— Rene Descartes
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Mint Julep serves southern tapas
Restaurant shines with modern
twists on traditional dishes
Ellen Meder

ASSISTANT MIX EDITOR

MINT JULEP
NOW SERVING DINNER

Overall: ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩
Food: ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩
Service: ★ ★ ★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩
Atmosphere: ★ ★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩
Address: 120 Sparkleberry Ln.
Phone Number: (803) 419-7200
A mint julep is a southern cocktail made
from mint, bourbon, sugar and water that is
steeped in tradition. Similarly, the restaurant
by the same name, near the Village of
Sandhill, packs southern culinary custom
into every dish, but doesn’t fail to bring new
and tasty flair to all of the kitchen’s tried and
true creations.
With food served in a Mediterranean
“small plate” style typically known as tapas,
Mint Julep gives customers a large range of
options served in lighter portions to be shared
between dinners. With both main course
and side dish listings, the items become
individually cheaper the more choices are
selected, with the goal of encouraging diners
to try new items and mix and match their
choices, even though any one option could
stand alone.
The palmetto fritters are an excellent way
to start a meal and introduce the concept
of new twists on an old idea. Made of hash
browns with pimento cheese, bacon and
jalapenos fried into small balls, the fritters
are like upscale tater tots with the perfect
amount of kick, so that you can feel the heat
without losing feeling in your tongue. The

sweet sauce served on the side also takes
the edge off.
A lso fried, and rather uniquely, is
the lobster mac and cheese. With two
servings these chunks of rich macaroni
are lightly breaded and sautéed and
topped with bits of lobster. Though
the seafood is less than noticeable, the
contrast of crunch and stringy cheese
keeps the palate intrigued.
The fried green tomatoes also offer a
fantastic southern classic.
Large hunks of actual crab meat and a light
dill sour cream sauce to accent the savory
flavors of the two large cakes make the crab
cake napoleon a great and filling choice, but
perhaps not the top main menu option.
That honor is best reserved for either the
brick oven stuffed tilapia or the pepper jack
sirloin steak. The tilapia is an instant hit
with the tender f laky fish served around
some savory collards, country ham and corn
chutney and a simply divine pepper jack
cream sauce that is also absorbed into the bed
of flavorful rice.
The pepper jack sirloin steak is basically
to die for, and uses the same pepper jack
cream that is then mingled with a sharp
balsamic glaze over top of tender medium
rare strips of top choice steak. As if that
wasn’t enough, the garlic mashed potatoes
beneath are like an extra hidden treasure.
Though it is often not worth glancing at
the dessert menu when dining out, Mint
Julep is a place where patrons won’t want to
miss out on something sweet. Though the
white chocolate and banana cheesecake gets a
good recommendation, the homemade peach
cobbler served a la mode is heavenly. With
more than enough to share it is sweet , has
a lot of cinnamon, and has great pockets of
crunch with the breading integrated into the
concoction that’s full of ripe South Carolina
peaches. The vanilla bean ice cream is all you
could ask for with it.
Add in a brightly colored, whimsically cute
atmosphere based on the green colors of a

This Thursday, Nov. 5 is Guy Fawkes day in Great Britain,
that marks the Gunpowder Plot in 1605 in which Fawkes and his
conspirators attempted to kill King James I of England for his
religious oppression and mismanagement of the nation. In honor
of that, The Mix offers up a trivia theme of historic revolutions and
their presence in popular culture to help spark interest in the past.
Enjoy!
1. Fill in the last line of the popular poem that commemorates
Fawkes’ actions, now deemed courageous: “Remember,
remember the fifth of November, The gunpowder treason and
plot. I know of no reason Why the gunpowder treason...”
2. What 2006 film follows a plot of a futuristic copycat
Gunpowder Treason plot that was adapted from a graphic
novel?
3. W ho wrote the Declaration of Independence that
Continental Congress signed in 1776, marking the start of the
American Revolution, and was played by Ken Howard in the
movie “1776”?
4. Who starred as Marie Antoinette in the Sophia Coppala
film titled for the character, looking at the French queen’s life
leading up to the French Revolution in 1789?
5. In the 1781 song “Yankee Doodle,” written by a British
man originally to make fun of the revolting colonists, in the
line “stuck a feather in his hat and called it Macaroni,” what
does macaroni refer to?
6. What Mexican muralist was greatly inf luenced by the
events and politics of the Mexican Revolution?
7. What novel by Boris Pasternak was turned into a 1965
romantic war drama film in America by director David Lean,
which won five Academy Awards, and commemorated the
Russian Revolution?
8. What Cuban revolutionary figure did Gael Garcia Bernal
star as in the 2004 film “Motorcycle Diaries”?
9. Adolf Hitler began writing “Mein Kampf” after what failed
revolution of his in Munich in 1923?
10. What 1906 novel by Upton Sinclair helped revolutionize
worker conditions in industrial America?
In this tough round of questions, the champion lost, with
freshman Delaney Mills matching his intial correct questions and
going on to answer two more correctly. Tune in again next week to
see if she can go 2-0.
— Compiled by Ellen Meder, Assistant Mix Editor

mint julep and
eclectic polo-themed pop art, as
well as prompt and friendly service
and Mint Julep is completely worth
the drive out to Clemson Road.
A great bar and plenty of unique
drink specials doesn’t hurt either
at Mint Julep, which has built its
reputation on a fresh take on food
made of fresh ingredients.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Delaney Mills
First-year international
studies student

Courtesy of Mint Julep

Shareable dishes, unique drink specials,
great service and a whimsical atmosphere
make Mint Julep a great place to dine with
friends.

Popular online television streaming
site Hulu may start charging fee
for premium access, content
Jimmy Gilmore

1. “Would never be forgot”
2. “V for Vendetta”
3. Thomas Jefferson
4. ?
5. Their stupid hats
6. Diego Rivera
7. ?
8. Che Guevara
9. ?
10. “Brave New World”

Jeffrey Forsythe
Third-year accounting
student
1. “Should never be forgot”
2. “V for Vendetta”
3. Thomas Jefferson
4. Meryl Streep
5. Pony
6. Juan Hugo
7. “All Quiet on the Western
Front”
8. Fidel Castro
9. The Cleansing
10. “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”

STAFF WRITER

The Internet has been in a state
of unrest the past week as rumors
circulated t hat Hulu, one of t he
fastest growing television providers
on the Web, may be going premium.
I n c a s e y ou’r e s t i l l s o me o ne
who only watches TV shows on a
television, Hulu’s been offering clips
and full episodes of nearly every show
on CBS, Fox, NBC and ABC since
launching in March 2008.
While all the videos are available
independent ly on t he net work s’
individual websites, like NBC.com,
Hulu represents a major step forward
in transferring television viewing to
a different platform, consolidating
network television into one domain.
On top of that, it’s free. In terms of
cost, Hulu has been able to get close
to breaking even by selling ad space.
While industry specialists speculated
whether or not users would want to
sit through commercials, however
m i n i ma l, when watch i ng shows
online, the issue seems to dissolved,
with ad space on Hulu not hindering
its ever-growing popularity.
That all may be changing soon.
On Oct. 21, News Corp. Deput y
Chairman Chase Carey announced
that the networks are considering
developing pay platforms for online
content beginning next year.
O f cou r se , wh at e x ac t l y t h i s
premium upgrade will mean, what
it w ill cost and how much more
content it will give users remains
undetermined. But that’s not the
point.
By offering its services for free and
relying on advertising to generate
revenue, Hulu has been making a bold
statement in trying to deter Internet
piracy. W hile sure, there are still
hundreds of “unofficial” Web sites
that offer the same content as Hulu,
high qualit y video and the “free”
banner has helped them become one

of the Internet’s most popular video
sites.
The big rumor right now is that
everything that’s currently on Hulu
will remain free, but there will be a
ten to twenty dollar a month fee for
premium content. So what is that?
More episodes? Behind the scenes
footage? Sneak peeks?
More likely than not, it’s not going
to be something worth paying for.
It’s been enough of an uphill battle
getting advertisers to recognize the
Internet’s potential as a profit area,
with Web sites only recently getting
smoother at integrating ad space into
their content.
W h i le s u re , f rom a bu si ne s s
standpoint it makes sense to put a
small fee onto somet h ing t hat’s
already making such a huge wave,
Hulu’s proposal gets into one of the
essential beliefs of the new medium if it’s out there, you can fi nd it online.
Hulu’s exec team seems to be trying
to play their system like Napster or
iTunes – charge a small price and
make everything look polished and
efficient, and people will fork over a
few dollars instead of heading to more
illegal methods.
That theory gets at a problem with
the television medium. Mainly, that
most people are already paying for
cable, so why would they want to pay
an additional monthly fee for shows
they could already be watching? Why
not just get a DVR? And on top of
that, users don’t own the streaming
video; they’re merely allowed to watch
it.
Hulu had better think long and
hard about this proposal for premium
content, because it could effectively
end one of the Internet’s most popular
Web sites. Everything may have a
price, but what is streaming television
worth? That’s Entertainment.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Answers:
1. “Should never be forgot”
2. “V for Vendetta”
3. Thomas Jefferson
4. Kirsten Dunst
5. A hair style in Britain

6. Diego Rivera
7. “Dr. Zhivago”
8. Ernesto “Che” Guevara
9. Beer Hall Putsch
10. “The Jungle”
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The Scene
USC

CAUGHT IN THE CREATIVE ACT:
TOM PERROTTA
5:45 p.m., free
Gambrell Hall Auditorium

Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

TODAY
USC WIND ENSEMBLE
7:30 p.m., free
Koger Center, 1051 Greene St.

Phd ● By Jorge Chan

BEESWAX
6 & 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.
ART BAR EURO MOTOR CLUB
9 p.m., free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.

TOMORROW
TORNESS FILM FESTIVAL: LA GRAINE ET LE
MULET
7 p.m., free
Columbia College, Breed Leadership
Center Rm. 201
ART OF MUSIC 2009-2010 SEASON: HUGH
LONESOME BLUEGRASS BAND AMERICAN
IMAGES IN SOUND
7 p.m., $8 for members/ $10 non-members
Columbia Museum of Art, 1515 Main St.
RUBY BLUE AND THE INSNAUTS
7:30 p.m., $8 over 21/ $5 under
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

11/2/09

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=
A R IES A glorious
oppor t u n it y arrives
early in the day, and you
feel you r energ y sh i f t
towards romance. Follow
traditional ideals.

L E O If you get
an early start, by day’s
end you’ll have finished
your work, started a new
project and satisfied your
emotions.

TAURUS Emotions

VIRGO Self-esteem

move i n a ha r mon iou s
direction now. Confirm
t hat shif t wit h def inite
words.

g rows as you address
surprises from your
partner. The two of you
actually are on the same
track.

GE M I N I W h at
you feel early in the day
shifts as you take a more
balanced view of the facts.
Reserve discussion until
later.
C A NCER

Pay
attention to body language
as well as words. The body
delivers more than half of
the message.

LIBR A

Gather your
thoughts carefully before
contacting others. Make
sure each person knows his
or her own boundaries.

SCOR PIO

Take
care of household chores
today. A quick trip to the
store may be necessary.

SAGITTARIUS
Open your mind and heart
to an associate. Listen to
the words, but also pay
attention to the impact.

C A PR IC OR N
Bring your emotions to
work and pump up your
effort. A deadline looms,
but you can make it, all by
yourself.

AQUARIUS Keen
awa rene s s of f i na nc ia l
matters puts you in the
d r i v e r ’s s e a t . C h o o s e
purchases that will last.
PISCES Words take
on a l ife of t heir ow n.
Never think you’ve found
the last or the best ones.
Go for peace, balance and
harmony.

11/2/09

Solution from 10/30/09

ACROSS
1 Collars
5 Tranquil
9 Douglas and
Ditka
14 Buck’s tail?
15 Surface size
16 Writer Loos
17 Stirling man
18 Prego rival
19 Alprazolam
brand name
20 “The Cat in the
Hat” star
23 Ms. Rogers St.
Johns
24 Wings: Lat.
25 Catch sight of
28 Proof letters
29 Soak ﬂax
31 Track circuit
33 Capote’s
nickname
34 Sgt.’s underling
35 Pad
37 “Diamonds Are
a Girl’s Best
Friend” singer
40 Early American
style
41 AOL, e.g.
42 WWW address
43 Cry
44 Hit the slopes
45 Actor Gulager
48 Pain in the
neck
50 African nation
52 Lascivious
looker
54 Super Bowl XLI
MVP
57 Ill will
59 Volvo rival
60 Entr’__
61 Surveillance,
shortly
62 Perry’s creator
63 How soon?
64 Unwraps
65 Thin opening

66 Mailed out
DOWN
1 Stock
exchange
2 Game parlor
3 Reserved
4 Chihuahua
drink
5 Irene of “Fame”
6 Bygone PLO
leader
7 Type of pad or
brief
8 Hawaiian
volcano
9 “Close to You”
singer Priest
10 Really silly
11 Jamaica’s
largest city
12 Greek vowel
13 Jazz instrument
21 Florida ﬁshes
22 Fastidious one
26 Syst. of
instructions
27 Big laugh
30 Auto racer
Sadler

Solution for 10/30/09

32 Retiree’s cash
34 __-Magnon
35 Org. of Flames
36 Marceau
character
37 Heart
38 Jamaica
pepper
39 Rear cars
40 Drinking vessel
44 Mogadishu
man
45 Tired phrase
46 Of the pre-

Easter period
47 Foreigner hit
49 Grand __
National Park
51 Knot
53 Bites
persistently
55 Cravings
56 Shelter a
fugitive, e.g.
57 No-seatsavailable
letters
58 Vim
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com
Additional Info

Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

Major credit cards accepted

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

DEADLINE

Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Apartments

Housing-Rent

Downtown/Vista area near Riverwalk.
Very nice 2BR 2BA home in quiet historic area convenient to USC. CH/A
hdwd flrs stove and refrig. $695..
No pets. Call 787-1200.

OLYMPIA AREA - 604 Kentucky St..
Renovated, clean 3BR 2BA house. W/D
hkups fridge stove deck $875/mo.
Call Bob 609-4897.

Cornell Arms Apts. We have the best
kept secret in town. Call 799-1442 ask
for Glenn/Myra to found out our secret
ONLY 1BR LEFT. CALL FOR DETAILS

Housing-Sale

Room for Rent on Greene St @ USC
318-0800 or rajaluri@aeliusa.com

Behind VA 1BR 1BA studio home
w/garage/work shop. Pvt wooded lot, all
fenced. Asking $89,000. Call Renee at
206-6931 for more information.

Housing-Sale
2BR 1.5BA CONDO
5 min to I-20 & I-26 w/d hkup pool side
location 10-12min to dwntwn 238-8161

Help Wanted
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

Roommates
M/SEEKS/M RMMTE
1 LG rm w/ pvt BA microwave & refrig.
$450. 1 Med @ $350 - 1shared @ $185
all util cable fast DSL are incld. w/d
available. Call 397-8188.

Students looking for PT work, flexible
hours, evening. No selling. Knowledge of
computers a plus. Pleasant working conditions. Call Will or David at 799-5740.

Help Wanted
Instructors
Experienced Personal Trainers
needed. Located 5 minutes from campus. PT available. Contact
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for details..

Help Wanted
Restaurants
Banquet Servers needed.
Call 782-0082.
TEAPOT CHINESE RESTAURANT
Now hiring cashiers & delivery drivers.
Good Tips! Flexible hrs. 920-4975

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

Tutoring
Services
Need help with Spanish?
Experienced Spanish tutor grammar my specialty. 926-3126

Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury
cruise with food. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of thirteen
resorts. Appalachia Travel.
www.BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018

Housing-Rent
622 Augusta St West Cola
3BR 1BA w/d $600 Call 413-3297
Near downtown & Riverwalk. Convenient to USC. Very nice 2BR duplex in
quiet historic area. Lg rooms CH/A stove
& refrig carpet $595. No Pets.
Cal 787-1200
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
2606 GERVAIS 3BR 1BA
all major appl. totally remodeled large
backyard $975 + $600 dep. 413-3297

JRLQZLWKDGHSRVLWLQWRDVDYLQJVDFFRXQW
(DUQGLYLGHQGVRQVDYLQJVDFFRXQWEDODQFHV
RIRUPRUH
)UHHGRP&KHFNLQJIHDWXUHVQRPLQLPXPEDODQFH
DQGQRPDLQWHQDQFHIHHV
)UHHRQOLQHDQGPRELOHEDQNLQJ
)UHHELOOSD\LIyRXKDvHRQOLQHVWDWHPHQWV

2012 Harden StrFFUt  
Savings account required fPSNFNCFSTIJQtFederally insured by the NCUA

Live Music
Tonight, 7PM
Nathan Angelo
w/ Sean McConnell
Nov 11, 7PM
Jason Boland & The Stranglers
w/ Josh Grider

20% off lunch or dinner with USC student ID
1530D Main St. - 661.8199 - www.thewhitemule.com
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Possible changes await Gamecocks
Shoulder injury forces Matthews to sideline, Chisolm faces
possible start after offensive line fails to impress against Tennessee
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Matthews Out

Junior defensive end Cliff Matthews suffered a separated
shoulder in the fi rst quarter Saturday night. While he felt
well enough to rejoin the team on the sidelines for the rest
of the game, it will likely be a while before he gets back onto
the field.
“They put it back in and he said he wasn’t in that much
pain,” coach Steve Spurrier said. “The trainers say he’ll miss
this game and we’ll go from there. He could miss the next
one also.”

Garcia Progressing

USC quarterback Stephen Garcia didn’t have his best
game against UT, but Spurrier remains optimistic about his
redshirt sophomore signal caller.
“I wish he had played a little better,” Spurrier said. “He’s
much improved from last year. Sometimes when he gets hung
up, we think he’s not so much better than he was last year.
There’s times where a little better throw here or there, better
decision making here or there, would have been beneficial.”

Chisolm Impresses

Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Defensive end Cliff Matthews watches from the sidelines
Saturday after separating his shoulder. He’s doubtful to
play Saturday against the Razorbacks.
RECAP ● Continued from 8
2, giving Tennessee a three-touchdown advantage.
“We fumbled the ball,” Spurrier said. “We didn’t
plan on that, didn’t plan on a lot of the things we
did out there. I thought our coaches had some good
plans out there on offense and defense. We just lost
the ball.”
Spencer Lanning brought the Gamecocks back
within striking distance, as his 47- and 32-yard field
goals in the second and third quarters brought USC
back within 15 points.
But field goals don’t equal comebacks.
Hardest y punched it in from 7 yards out on
Tennessee’s next drive, as the Vols stretched their
advantage to 28-6. It took just five plays for UT to
reach paydirt — essentially ending any hope of a
Carolina comeback.
“We’ve got to get better in the red zone. We’ve
got to score more touchdowns instead of kicking
field goals,” Garcia said. “You can’t play against
these teams and trade touchdowns for field goals.
You’ve got to start scoring touchdowns.”
But Carolina didn’t go away easily. Garcia found

Much discussed walk-on offensive lineman Garrett
Chisolm fi nally found his way onto the field, and made the
most of his opportunities with a strong performance in the
second half.

wide receiver Moe Brown on a fade route down the
right sideline, resulting in a 31-yard touchdown
reception. It was the first touchdown scored against
the Tennessee defense in 175 minutes, dating back
to the fourth quarter of the Vols’ game against
Auburn.
The Gamecocks looked to still be in the contest
with less than 10 minutes to play, as Carolina was
awarded a drive that began at its own 49-yard line
after a personal foul penalty on a Tennessee punt.
But the first play from scrimmage summed up the
night for USC, as linebacker Greg King intercepted
Garcia’s pass — snapping a streak of 120 attempts
without an interception for the sophomore.
“We’re going to fly around practice and we’re
going to make sure everybody is going after the
ball, running after the ball, chasing the ball,”
Brown said. “Practice should translate to the field
and tonight it showed. It’s something that has to be
addressed, and it can’t be happening anymore.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

“I don’t think his man had a pressure, a hurry, or anything.
That was encouraging that we had a lineman in there who
could hold his ground and didn’t get knocked right back in
the quarterback’s face,” Spurrier said. “You’ll probably see
No. 77 and there’s a good chance he may start somewhere
this week.”

Practicing to Play

Several players Saturday said that they felt the effort in
practice leading up to the Tennessee game left something
to be desired. Spurrier felt nothing out of the ordinary had
happened during the week, but did wonder about some of the
effort on gameday.
“Our practice tempo has never been quite at the level that
I wish it was,” Spurrier said. “We don’t quite have the scout
team guys to help us. When we go one against one, it’s pretty
good. The effort level on the field last night by a few was
questionable.”

Overall Outlook

“We didn’t play very well. We had some opportunities here
and there, but Tennessee outplayed us. We’ve got to play well
if we’re going to beat some of these teams down the stretch,”
Spurrier said. “We’re trying to eliminate confusion the best
we can. We have a lot of work to do between now and the
Arkansas game.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

MISCUES ● Continued from 8
Ch r is Cu ll iver made a feeble
attempt at a tack le only to see
Hardesty step out of bounds. It
didn’t make much difference, as
Hardesty capped the drive on a
7-yard plunge on the next play.
Add i n t he t h ree f i r st ha lf
fumbles, and it was a recipe for
disaster from the outset.
“It’s tough beating teams on the
road, especially teams in the SEC,
especially good teams that we’re
playing now,” quarterback Stephen
Garcia said. “It’s hard to beat them
when you spot them points...we
just have to get better.”
Tailback Ken ny M iles, who
recorded his first career fumble on
USC’s second possession, agreed.
“We really felt like we helped
beat ourselves,” Miles said.
The game seemed to be

summarized in just one play late in
the fourth quarter. With the game
still within reach and the ball at
midfield, Garcia’s pass was picked
off by freshman linebacker Greg
King on the first play of the drive.
The interception was Garcia’s first
in 120 attempts and was the fourth
USC turnover of the night.
“Like I told our players, if we’re
going to win some of these games
against good teams, we have to
play well,” Spurrier said. “We
had some opportunities here and
there, but we couldn’t execute.
Dropped passes. Few penalties.
You get your butt beat, that’s what
happens when you play like we
played tonight. Simple as that.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Studs

&Duds

The highs, lows
in South Carolina’s
loss to Tennessee
Kelsey Pacer

COPY DESK CHIEF

Studs ...

The Vols’ bl ack jer se ys : Ten nessee
had everyone fooled when they warmed
up in their typical orange home jerseys.
However, during their grand entrance,
they popped out in brand-new black and
orange jersey top. Perfectly suited for
Halloween, the jerseys, which Tennessee
h a s ne v e r d o n ne d i n t e a m h i s t o r y,
seemed to work some black magic on the
Gamecocks.
South Carolina attendance: One might
have mistaken K nox ville for Columbia
this past weekend, as the garnet and black
faithful were absolutely everywhere. Large
areas of Neyland were filled with South
Carolina fans who braved random new
traffic routes and possible rock slides to see
their team play.
Field goals: Spencer Lanning kicked
his longest career field goal as the second
qu a r ter ex pi red. T he 47-y a rder ju st

barely squeaked its way over the crossbar,
su r pr isi ng ever yone. Ten nessee fa ns
cheered, but when they fi nally understood
what actually happened, Carolina picked
up on the happy cries. In the middle of
the third quarter, Lanning trotted out and
kicked another 32-yard goal. Finally, he
popped in the extra point effortlessly after
the Gamecocks’ only touchdown. Lanning
once again proved to be Mr. Dependable,
and as a result put Carolina’s fi rst points
on the board.
Mantario Hardesty: The Tennessee
tailback ran wild over South Carolina’s
defense, as the Volunteer’s main threat
r u s he d f or o v e r 10 0 y a rd s a nd t wo
touchdowns.

Duds ...

Fumbles galore: The South Carolina
offense gave up two fumbles in just about
two minutes, and in two more minutes
Tennessee had 14 points on the board.
Had Carolina been able to hang onto the
football in the early goings, Spurrier and
Co. might have found them a game when
the fourth quarter rolled around.
South Carolina of fense : Yet again,
the Gamecocks seemed to settle for field
goals instead of touchdowns. The offense
struggled in the red zone, the line gave up
several penalties, and Garcia ran for his life

Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Tennessee running back Montario Hardesty rushes for one of his two touchdowns
Saturday night. Hardesty finished with more than 100-yards on the ground.
the rest of the evening. Just another day for
the Cock-n-Fire offense.
Culliver’s tackle: Chris Culliver showed
Neyland Stadium what may have been the
weakest tackle ever, tapping into Montario
Hardesty while he rampaged towards the
endzone. Culliver may have gotten lucky

FOR ALL THE PICTURES FROM SATURDAY’S GAME GO TO

Have you signed up for
MyHealthSpace?
• Schedule appointments
• Complete your health history form
• Communicate with the Health Center

Save time online!

www.sa.sc.edu/shs

when Hardesty accidentally stepped out
of bounds; but just one play later Hardesty
punched it in from 7 yards out- giving UT
a 28-6 advantage in the process.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Onsite Monogramming & Complimentary Gift Wrap
(corner of Main & Gervais St)

1204 Main Street
803.661.7651
Open Mon-Fri 10-5:30
Sat 10-3

available at

1512 Wayne St • In the Vista • 799.7571
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CAROLINA (6-3)
13

TENNESSEE (4-4)
31

All tricks, no treats for USC

Team motto
faces toughest
challenge yet
‘New Carolina’
gets first chance
to prove legitimacy

Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Dejected South Carolina players walk to the sideline after committing one of USC’s four turnovers on Saturday night in Knoxville, Tenn.

South Carolina fumbles
away victory against
Vols on Rocky Top
Chris Cox

SPORTS EDITOR

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Halloween
n i g ht t u r ne d i nt o a r e a l-l i f e
nightmare for the South Carolina
football team.
USC’s offense turned the ball
over on its first two possessions, and

the Vols scored on both ensuing
drives as Tennessee blasted No.
22 Carolina 31-13 on Halloween
night.
“They were a lot better than
us ton ight ,” USC coach Steve
Spurrier said. “We didn’t play very
well and we got our tails whipped.
Tennessee played well.”
It didn’t take long before South
Carolina (6 -3, 3-3 SEC) found
itself trailing, as freshman tight end
Justice Cunningham fumbled on
just the third play from scrimmage.
A f t e r Te n ne s s e e (4 - 4 , 2-3)

recovered, quarterback Jonathan
Crompton found fullback Austin
Joh n son w ide op en dow n t he
middle for a 38-yard touchdown
pass, giving the Vols a 7-0 lead just
1:26 into the contest.
Things didn’t get much better as
USC running back Kenny Miles
f u mbled on t he of fense’s nex t
possession. After UT recovered,
t a i l b a c k M o nt a r i o H a r d e s t y
punched it into the end zone on
a brilliant 14-yard spin move past
safety Chris Culliver.
“You really can’t blame it on the

elements of the game,” Miles said
of his first career fumble. “I had the
ball and he hit me low and it popped
out. It’s something you never want
to do as a running back.”
The Gamecocks continued to
give the Volunteer defense treats,
as quarterback Stephen Garcia
f umbled deep in USC territor y
early in the second quarter.
The Vols once again capitalized,
as Crompton found fullback Kevin
Cooper on fourth-and-goal at the
RECAP ● 7

Miscues, mistakes doom Carolina from outset
Mental errors prove
costly as USC falls
to Volunteers
Kelsey Pacer

COPY DESK CHIEF

KN OX VILLE , Tenn. –
South Carolina’s two early
turnovers in the opening
minutes of Saturday’s game
were costly, no doubt about
it. But those were far from
the only miscues that USC
endured en route to its third
loss of the season.
In the second quarter,
f reshman pu nt ret u rner
Stephon Gil more broke
loose on a k ick for a 75y a r d s c o r e t o p u l l t he
Gamecocks back within two

touchdowns. But freshman
D.J. Swearinger’s block in
the back penalty negated
the score, bringing USC
back to its own 15-yard line
in the process. Carolina
was only able to muster a
field goal as a result.
“Stephon Gilmore
made a heck of a play, but
unfortunately one of our
freshman shoved the guy
in the back,” USC coach
Steve Spurrier said. “We
talked all day today about
screening the guy off. You
don’t have to shove him.
But [Swea r i nger] d id n’t
do that. But that was just
one play. We had a lot of
bad, bad plays and a lot of
mental errors.” Ca rol i na’s
defense also had its share of
miscues. When Tennessee
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Stephon Gilmore returns a punt for a touchdown. The score was negated by a penalty.
tailback Montario Hardesty
was making his way towards

the checkered end zone late
in the third quarter, safety

MISCUES ● 7

CHICKEN FEED
Kelsey Pacer

COPY DESK CHIEF

•USC and Tennessee have each collected
double-digit victories in the past two seasons
against one another. The three prior to that
had all been decided by a touchdown or less.
•Tennessee and South Carolina rely on
freshmen players more than any other teams in
the Southeastern Conference, with Tennessee
keeping 14 freshmen on their two-deep depth
chart, and South Carolina with 15.
•South Carolina wore garnet pants on the
road for the first time this season.
•South Carolina played a game in the rain
for the first time this season.
•Representatives from the Outback, Orange,
Citrus, Chick-fil-A and Capital One bowls were
in attendance at the game.
•Tennessee changed into black jerseys right
before kickoff – the first time the Vols have
ever worn a jersey that wasn’t either orange or
white.
•South Carolina has received the ball first in
every game this season.
•USC ’s f i r st t wo f u mble s were b ot h
committed by freshmen- tight end Justice
Cunningham and redshirt freshman tailback

Kenny Miles.
•Devin Taylor’s field goal block was his
second block of the season. He blocked a punt
at N.C. State. The block also marked the third
straight for Tennessee.
•Spencer Lanning’s 47-yard field goal to end
the first half was a career long.
•The Gamecocks have lost their past three
road games after the opening victory at N.C.
State.
•Moe Brown’s touchdown was the f irst
touchdown Tennessee allowed in 175 minutes.
It also put Brown in the 1,000-yard mark for
his career. He’s just the 22nd USC player to
accomplish that feat.
•Freshman safety DeVonte Holloman made
his first career start at safety.
•USC’s four turnovers were a season high.
•Quarterback Stephen Garcia’s 50 pass
attempts were the seventh-most in a single
game in Carolina history.
•With 2,094 passing yards, Garcia is just
outside the school’s all-time top 10 list in
single-season passing yards.
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Quarterback Stephen Garcia surpassed the
2,000-yard mark for the season on Saturday.

And so it begins.
Sout h Carolina got
killed by Tennessee. That
shouldn’t be a newsflash to
anyone reading this.
T he t a i l s pi n t h at h a s
ended the last two seasons
in humiliating
defeat for
USC m ight
be rearing its
ugly head once
again.
Judg i ng by
the
way things
Chris Cox
are shaping up,
Fourth-year
print
it seems to be
journalism
another classic
student
case of South
Ca rol i na
c at c h i n g b r e a k s i n t h e
first half of the season and
completely collapsing in the
second half.
So now comes the test for
South Carolina. If USC’s
players truly want to buy
in and believe in the “New
Carolina,” they’ve got to put
this skid to a stop before it
really starts.
It would be easy for the
G amecock s to fold f rom
here on out. Just look at
the schedule. Carolina and
coach Steve Spurrier head
to another time zone for an
early morning affair with
the gunslinging Razorbacks,
led by a quarterback in Ryan
M a l let t t hat look s more
like a power forward than a
signal caller.
Then there’s the Gators.
W hat’s t here to say t hat
hasn’t already been said?
Tebow has owned Carolina
over the past two seasons,
as he and his Gators have
o ut s c o r e d US C 107-37,
including last season’s 56-6
debacle in Gainesville.
T he n t here a re t ho s e
boys in orange to close out
the season. Not much to be
excited about when the team
has virtually owned USC
since the turn of the century.
It wouldn’t take a lot for
Carolina to pack up its bags,
check out mentally and coast
to a 6-6 record and berth
in the PapaJohns.com Bowl.
It wouldn’t really surprise
a nyone, as it wou ld just
continue the norm for what
Gamecocks fans have been
used to over the past several
seasons.
But if you want this year
to be different, if you want
both players and fans alike to
believe in “New Carolina,”
then put a stop to it.
The offensive line should
get nasty. Be angry. Take no
prisoners. Step up and finally
live up to the hype that each
of t hem gar nered out of
high school. The defense
should get physical. Get
mean. Tell the opposition
that they don’t care if they’re
w it hout Clif f Mat t hews,
Rodney Paulk and Travian
Robertson.
This season isn’t lost just
yet, but it can def initely
escape Carolina within the
blink of an eye. So now’s the
time to step up, forget the
past and focus on the task at
hand.
Te n n e s s e e b e a t y o u .
No, check that. Tennessee
destroyed you. But it’s in the
past, and there’s nothing you
can do about it. So buck up,
don’t get down on yourself
and get out there and win.
Starting this Saturday.

